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The presence of water on Earth is discussed in this book using various theories about its origin as a basis. These theories include
a massive degassing of the primitive parent bodies that built our planet as well as a late addition from comets that collided with the
Earth’s surface. The extraordinary physico-chemical properties of the water molecules, combined with its abundance and
distribution over the Earth’s surface, have contributed to regulating the global climate and favoring species’ evolution for more
than 4 billion years. The early emergence of life in the deep ocean and its further diversification were closely linked to the global
water cycle whose dynamics result from the energy balance between solar radiation and the internal heat flux of the Earth.
Chapter 1 of this book deals with the extraordinary physico-chemical properties of the water molecule while Chapter 2 provides
insight on theories regarding the origin of water on Earth. In the third chapter, the author focuses on the chemical composition of
the main water reservoirs of our planet. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss water’s relationship with plate tectonics and life, respectively.
The sixth and final chapter uses stable isotope tracking to look into the water cycle and past climates. Contents 1. Water: A
Molecule Endowed with Extraordinary Physicochemical Properties. 2. Theories about the Origin of Water on Earth. 3. The Main
Water Reservoirs on Earth and their Chemical Composition. 4. Water and Plate Tectonics. 5. Water and Life. 6. Stable Isotope
Tracking: Water Cycles and Climates of the Past. The presence of water on Earth is discussed on the basis of the various theories
about its origin such as a massive degassing of the primitive parent bodies that built our planet as well as a late addition from
comets that collided with its surface. The extraordinary physico-chemical properties of the water molecule combined with its
abundance and distribution over the Earth’s surface have contributed to regulating the global climate and favoring the evolution of
species for more than 4 billion years. The early emergence of life in the deep ocean and its further diversification were closely
linked to the global water cycle whose dynamics result from the energy balance between solar radiation and the internal heat flux
of the Earth.
The "Gold Standard" in Biochemistry text books, Biochemistry 4e, is a modern classic that has been thoroughly revised. Don and
Judy Voet explain biochemical concepts while offering a unified presentation of life and its variation through evolution. Incorporates
both classical and current research to illustrate the historical source of much of our biochemical knowledge.
The petroleum industry in general has been dominated by engineers and production specialists. The upstream segment of the
industry is dominated by drilling/completion engineers. Usually, neither of those disciplines have a great deal of training in the
chemistry aspects of drilling and completing a well prior to its going on production. The chemistry of drilling fluids and completion
fluids have a profound effect on the success of a well. For example, historically the drilling fluid costs to drill a well have averaged
around 7% of the overall cost of the well, before completion. The successful delivery of up to 100% of that wellbore, in many cases
may be attributable to the fluid used. Considered the "bible" of the industry, Composition and Properties of Drilling and Completion
Fluids, first written by Walter Rogers in 1948, and updated on a regular basis thereafter, is a key tool to achieving successful
delivery of the wellbore. In its Sixth Edition, Composition and Properties of Drilling and Completion Fluids has been updated and
revised to incorporate new information on technology, economic, and political issues that have impacted the use of fluids to drill
and complete oil and gas wells. With updated content on Completion Fluids and Reservoir Drilling Fluids, Health, Safety &
Environment, Drilling Fluid Systems and Products, new fluid systems and additives from both chemical and engineering
perspectives, Wellbore Stability, adding the new R&D on water-based muds, and with increased content on Equipment and
Procedures for Evaluating Drilling Fluid Performance in light of the advent of digital technology and better manufacturing
techniques, Composition and Properties of Drilling and Completion Fluids has been thoroughly updated to meet the drilling and
completion engineer's needs. Explains a myriad of new products and fluid systems Cover the newest API/SI standards New R&D
on water-based muds New emphases on Health, Safety & Environment New Chapter on waste management and disposal
This work includes 140 papers on pure and applied research of physics and chemistry of hydrothermal systems. It includes papers
on metastable states, nucleation, super-cooled water and high temperature aqueous solutions.
Seawater: Its Composition, Properties and Behaviour provides a comprehensive introduction to marine science. This book is
divided into seven chapters. Chapter 1 summarizes the special properties of water and the role of the oceans in the hydrological
cycle. The distribution of temperature and salinity in the oceans and their combined influence on density, stability, and vertical
water movements are discussed in Chapters 2 to 4. The fifth chapter describes the behavior of light and sound in seawater and
provides examples of the application of acoustics to oceanography. Chapter 6 examines the composition and behavior of the
dissolved constituents of seawater, covering minor and trace constituents and major ions, as well as dissolved gases and
biologically important nutrients. Residence times, speciation, and carbonate equilibria are also deliberated. The last chapter
provides a short review of ideas about the history of seawater, involvement of the oceans in global cycles, and their relationship to
climatic change. This publication is beneficial to oceanographers and marine biologists, including students that are interested in
marine science.
Succeed in chemistry with the clear explanations, problem-solving strategies, and dynamic study tools of CHEMISTRY &
CHEMICAL REACTIVITY, 9e. Combining thorough instruction with the powerful multimedia tools you need to develop a deeper
understanding of general chemistry concepts, the text emphasizes the visual nature of chemistry, illustrating the close
interrelationship of the macroscopic, symbolic, and particulate levels of chemistry. The art program illustrates each of these levels
in engaging detail--and is fully integrated with key media components. In addition access to OWLv2 may be purchased separately
or at a special price if packaged with this text. OWLv2 is an online homework and tutorial system that helps you maximize your
study time and improve your success in the course. OWLv2 includes an interactive eBook, as well as hundreds of guided
simulations, animations, and video clips. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Water is recognized as being an important factor in numerous pheno mena connected with the quality of food. For instance, it
plays a part in the textural properties of several commodities. Moreover, water is an essential parameter determining the behaviour
of food products in the course of many processing operations : on water, will depend the amount of energy necessary for freezing
or dehydrating the product; water will strongly influence the evolution of physical, chemical and biochemical phenomena taking
place in the product during processing operations such as heating, drying, etc. Water will also influence the same reactions, as
well as the activity of microorganisms, during the storage of food products under various conditions. As a result, all aspects of
quality - sensory, nutritional and hygienic properties of the food - will be affected. In all these circumstances, the water content of a
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product is obviously an important factor, but equally important may be the physical properties of this water, such as its
thermodynamic activity and its mobility. Actual ly, the concept of water activity (a ) is now widely used by the food industry and in
the legislation of sever')¥l countries. The idea of a small, international meeting devoted to a synthetic review and discussion of
knowledge on these various matters, was first developed by Dr. R. B.
Guide C: Reference Data contains the basic physical data and calculations which form the crucial part of building services
engineer background reference material. Expanded and updated throughout, the book contains sections on the properties of
humid air, water and steam, on heat transfer, the flow of fluids in pipes and ducts, and fuels and combustion, ending with a
comprehensive section on units, mathematical and miscellaneous data. There are extensive and easy-to-follow tables and graphs.
This book forms the proceedings of the 11th International Conference of the Properties of Steam, conducted in 1989 in
Czechoslovakia. The session provided an international forum for the dissemination of information on recent progress in
experiment, theory and formulation of the properties of steam and aqueous systems in the power industry during the past five
years. The papers reflect present knowledge of the thermophysical properties of pure ordinary and heavy water to the properties of
aqueous solutions, to the power cycle chemistry, to corrosion in power plants.
The book also treats the surface properties of apolar and polar molecules, polymers, particles and cells, as well as their mutual
interaction energies, when immersed in water, under the influence of the three prevailing non-covalent forces, i.e., Lewis acid-base
(AB), Lifshitz-van der Waals (LW) and electrical double layer (EL) interactions. The polar AB interactions, be they attractive or
repulsive, typically represent up to 90% of the total interaction energies occurring in water. Thus the addition of AB energies to the
LW + EL energies of the classical DLVO theory of energy vs. distance analysis makes this powerful tool (the Extended DLVO
theory) applicable to the quantitative study of the stability of particle suspensions in water.Medical Biochemistry is supported by over forty years of teaching experience, providing coverage of basic biochemical concepts,
including the structure and physical and chemical properties of hydrocarbons, lipids, proteins, and nucleotides in a straightforward
and easy to comprehend language. The book develops these concepts into the more complex aspects of biochemistry using a
systems approach, dedicating chapters to the integral study of biological phenomena, including particular aspects of metabolism in
some organs and tissues, and the biochemical bases of endocrinology, immunity, vitamins, hemostasis, and apoptosis. Integrates
basic biochemistry principles with molecular biology and molecular physiology Provides translational relevance to basic
biochemical concepts though medical and physiological examples Utilizes a systems approach to understanding biological
phenomena
Natural Water Remediation: Chemistry and Technology considers topics such as metal ion solubility controls, pH, carbonate
equilibria, adsorption reactions, redox reactions and the kinetics of oxygenation reactions that occur in natural water environments.
The book begins with the fundamentals of acid-base and redox chemistry to provide a better understanding of the natural system.
Other sections cover the relationships among environmental factors and natural water (including biochemical factors, hydrologic
cycles and sources of solutes in the atmosphere). Chemical thermodynamic models, as applied to natural water, are then
discussed in detail. Final sections cover self-contained applications concerning composition, quality measurement and analyses
for river, lake, reservoir and groundwater sampling. Covers the fundamentals of acid-base and redox chemistry for environmental
engineers Focuses on the practical uses of water, soil mineral and bedrock chemistry and how they impact surface and
groundwater Includes applications concerning composition, quality measurement and analyses for river, lake, reservoir and
groundwater sampling
Anywhere in the Universe, gas that is sufficiently dense will form a range of molecules. Emissions from these molecules - often in
the radio régime - excited by collisions can be detected in many locations in our Galaxy and in external galaxies, including some of
the most distant objects in the Universe. Astronomers use the information contained in the detected radiation to infer the
conditions in the emitting region, and so are able to investigate the processesoccurring in, for example, star forming regions,
circumstellar matter, active galactic nuclei, and the early Universe.
Discover the many new and emerging applications of supercritical water as a green solvent Drawing from thousands of original
research articles, this book reviews and summarizes what is currently known about the properties and uses of supercritical water.
In particular, it focuses on new and emerging applications of supercritical water as a green solvent, including the catalytic
conversion of biomass into fuels and the oxidation of hazardous materials. Supercritical Water begins with an introduction that
defines supercritical fluids in general. It then defines supercritical water in particular, using the saturation curve to illustrate its
relationship to regular water. Following this introduction, the book: Describes the bulk macroscopic properties of supercritical
water, using equations of state to explain temperature-pressure-density relationships Examines supercritical water's molecular
properties, setting forth the latest experimental data as well as computer simulations that shed new light on structure and
dynamics Explores the solubilities of gases, organic substances, salts, and ions in supercritical water in terms of the relevant
phase equilibria Sets forth the practical uses of supercritical water at both small scales and full industrial scales Throughout the
book, the author uses tables for at-a-glance reviews of key information. Summaries at the end of each chapter reinforce core
principles, and references to original research and reviews serve as a gateway and guide to the extensive literature in the field.
Supercritical Water is written for students and professionals in physical chemistry, chemistry of water, chemical engineering, and
organic chemistry, interested in exploring the applications and properties of supercritical water.
Historically, regulations governing chemical use have often focused on widely used chemicals and acute human health effects of
exposure to them, as well as their potential to cause cancer and other adverse health effects. As scientific knowledge has
expanded there has been an increased awareness of the mechanisms through which chemicals may exert harmful effects on
human health, as well as their effects on other species and ecosystems. Identification of high-priority chemicals and other
chemicals of concern has prompted a growing number of state and local governments, as well as major companies, to take steps
beyond existing hazardous chemical federal legislation. Interest in approaches and policies that ensure that any new substances
substituted for chemicals of concern are assessed as carefully and thoroughly as possible has also burgeoned. The overarching
goal of these approaches is to avoid regrettable substitutions, which occur when a toxic chemical is replaced by another chemical
that later proved unsuitable because of persistence, bioaccumulation, toxicity, or other concerns. Chemical alternative
assessments are tools designed to facilitate consideration of these factors to assist stakeholders in identifying chemicals that may
have the greatest likelihood of harm to human and ecological health, and to provide guidance on how the industry may develop
and adopt safer alternatives. A Framework to Guide Selection of Chemical Alternatives develops and demonstrates a decision
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framework for evaluating potentially safer substitute chemicals as primarily determined by human health and ecological risks. This
new framework is informed by previous efforts by regulatory agencies, academic institutions, and others to develop alternative
assessment frameworks that could be operationalized. In addition to hazard assessments, the framework incorporates steps for
life-cycle thinking - which considers possible impacts of a chemical at all stages including production, use, and disposal - as well
as steps for performance and economic assessments. The report also highlights how modern information sources such as
computational modeling can supplement traditional toxicology data in the assessment process. This new framework allows the
evaluation of the full range of benefits and shortcomings of substitutes, and examination of tradeoffs between these risks and
factors such as product functionality, product efficacy, process safety, and resource use. Through case studies, this report
demonstrates how different users in contrasting decision contexts with diverse priorities can apply the framework. This report will
be an essential resource to the chemical industry, environmentalists, ecologists, and state and local governments.
"Science of Synthesis: Water in Organic Synthesis" provides a comprehensive overview of a rapidly progressing field and a critical
review of aqueous reactions by 47 experts. It covers almost all types of organic reactions, including special techniques with water
and industrial applications, and has an emphasis on environmental aspects. This resource helps the organic chemist in gaining a
thorough appreciation of the latest and most reliable available methods for using water in organic synthesis. It illustrates how water
can often be a viable and green solvent in the laboratory and provides a detailed introduction to the subject: background
information, evaluated methods, practical applications, industrial applications, special techniques, and an overview of the latest
trends. // The content of this e-book was originally published in February 2012.
vi the information collected and discussed in this volume may help toward the achievement of such an objective. I should like to express my
debt of gratitude to the authors who have contributed to this volume. Editing a work of this nature can strain long established personal
relationships and I thank my various colleagues for bearing with me and responding (sooner or later) to one or several letters or telephone
calls. My special thanks once again go to Mrs. Joyce Johnson, who bore the main brunt of this seemingly endless correspondence and
without whose help the editorial and referencing work would have taken several years. F. FRANKS Biophysics Division Unilever Research
Laboratory Colworth/ Welwyn Colworth House, Sharnbrook, Bedford January, 1973 Contents Contents of Volume 1 ............................. . . . . .
.. . . .. xv Contents of Volume 3 ........................ '. . . . . . . . . . . . xvi . . . . Contents of Volume 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . xvii . . . . . . .
. . . . Chapter 1 The Solvent Properties of Water F. Franks 1. Water, the Universal Solvent-the Study of Aqueous Solutions 2. Aqueous
Solutions of Nonelectrolytes ................. . 5 2.1. Apolar Solutes ................................. . 6 2.2. Polar Solutes .................................. . 19 2.3. Ionic
Solutes Containing Alkyl Residues-"Apolar Electrolytes" ................................... . 38 3. Aqueous Solutions of Electrolytes .................... . 42 3.1.
Single Ion Properties ............................ . 42 3.2. Ion-Water Interactions ......................... . 43 3.3. Interionic Effects ............................... . 47 4.
Complex Aqueous Mixtures 48 Chapter 2 Water in Stoichiometric Hydrates M. Falk and O. Knop 1. Introduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . 55 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. Symmetry and Types of Environment of the H0 Molecule 2 in Crystals .......................................... 57 vii Contents
viii 2.1. Site Symmetry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57 . . . . . . . . . .
The ancient Greeks believed that all matter was composed of four elements: earth, water, air, and fire. By a remarkable coincidence (or
perhaps not), today we know that there are four states of matter: solids (e.g. earth), liquids (e.g. water), gasses (e.g. air) and plasma (e.g.
ionized gas produced by fire). The plasma state is beyond the scope of this book and we will only look at the first three states. Although on
the microscopic level all matter is made from atoms or molecules, everyday experience tells us that the three states have very different
properties. The aim of this book is to examine some of these properties and the underlying physics.
Principles of Water Treatment has been developed from the best selling reference work Water Treatment, 3rd edition by the same author
team. It maintains the same quality writing, illustrations, and worked examples as the larger book, but in a smaller format which focuses on
the treatment processes and not on the design of the facilities.
The authors have correlated many experimental observations and theoretical discussions from the scientific literature on water. Topics
covered include the water molecule and forces between water molecules; the thermodynamic properties of steam; the structures of the ices;
the thermodynamic, electrical, spectroscopic, and transport properties of the ices and of liquid water; hydrogen bonding in ice and water; and
models for liquid water. The main emphasis of the book is on relatingthe properties of ice and water to their structures. Some background
material in physical chemistry has been included in order to ensure that the material is accessible to readers in fields such as biology,
biochemistry, and geology, as well as to chemists and physicists.
The U.S. military is considering using a compound called iodotrifluoromethane (CF3I) for fire suppression to replace previously-used
compounds (halons) that are being phased out because they deplete the ozone layer. This report reviews available toxicological data on CF3I
and evaluates the scientific basis of the U.S. Army's proposed exposure limit of 2,000 parts per million (ppm). The report recommends that
CF3I be used for fire suppression in normally unoccupied spaces because of its potential to cause cardiac sensitization in test animals. The
report also recommends that further genotoxicity testing be conducted (testing for changes in genetic material), and that CF3I be assessed
for its potential to cause cancer. Should the Army decide to use CF3I, information should be collected and evaluated on how much of the
chemical or any of its degradation products might be released and how often.
Biology for AP® courses covers the scope and sequence requirements of a typical two-semester Advanced Placement® biology course. The
text provides comprehensive coverage of foundational research and core biology concepts through an evolutionary lens. Biology for AP®
Courses was designed to meet and exceed the requirements of the College Board’s AP® Biology framework while allowing significant
flexibility for instructors. Each section of the book includes an introduction based on the AP® curriculum and includes rich features that
engage students in scientific practice and AP® test preparation; it also highlights careers and research opportunities in biological sciences.
to arrive at some temporary consensus model or models; and to present reliable physical data pertaining to water under a range of
conditions, i.e., "Dorsey revisited," albeit on a less ambitious scale. I should like to acknowledge a debt of gratitude to several of my col
leagues, to Prof. D. J. G. Ives and Prof. Robert L. Kay for valuable guidance and active encouragement, to the contributors to this volume for
their willing cooperation, and to my wife and daughters for the understanding shown to a husband and father who hid in his study for many an
evening. My very special thanks go to Mrs. Joyce Johnson, who did all the cor respondence and much of the arduous editorial work with her
usual cheerful efficiency. F. FRANKS Biophysics Division Unilever Research Laboratory ColworthjWelwyn Colworth House, Sharnbrook,
Bedford March 1972 Contents Chapter 1 Introduction-Water, the Unique Chemical F. Franks I. lntroduction ........................................ . 2. The
Occurrence and Distribution of Water on the Earth 2 3. Water and Life ...................................... 4 4. The Scientific Study of Water-A Short
History ........ 8 5. The Place of Water among Liquids . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 . . . . . Chapter 2 The Water Moleeule C. W. Kern and M. Karplus
1. Introduction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21 . . . . . . . . . . 2. Principles of Structure and Spectra: The Born-Oppenheimer
Separation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. The Electronic Motion ............................... 26 3.1. The Ground
Electronic State of Water ............ 31 3.2. The Excited Electronic States of Water ........... 50 4. The Nuclear Motion ................................. 52 5.
External-Field Effects ................................. 70 5.1. Perturbed Hartree-Fock Method . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74 . . .
Compiled by an expert in the field, the book provides an engineer with data they can trust. Spanning gases, liquids, and solids, all critical
properties (including viscosity, thermal conductivity, and diffusion coefficient) are covered. From C1 to C100 organics and Ac to Zr inorganics,
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the data in this handbook is a perfect quick reference for field, lab or classroom usage. By collecting a large – but relevant – amount of
information in one source, the handbook enables engineers to spend more time developing new designs and processes, and less time
collecting vital properties data. This is not a theoretical treatise, but an aid to the practicing engineer in the field, on day-to-day operations and
long range projects. Simplifies research and significantly reduces the amount of time spent collecting properties data Compiled by an expert
in the field, the book provides an engineer with data they can trust in design, research, development and manufacturing A single, easy
reference for critical temperature dependent properties for a wide range of hydrocarbons, including C1 to ClOO organics and Ac to Zr
inorganics
Concepts of Biology
Water Activity: Influences on Food Quality is a collection of papers presented at the 1978 International Symposium by the same title, held in
Osaka, Japan. This book is a treatise on the influence of bound and free water on the quality and stability of foods and other natural products.
This book is organized into seven sections encompassing 33 chapters. The first sections deal with the characterization of moisture sorption
isotherms based on both theoretical and applied considerations, as well as the relationship of bound water to the physical and chemical
properties of natural products, including foods. The succeeding sections consider the structure of water and the influence of solutes and
solute mobility on water activity and the influence of water and water activity on the structural and functional characteristics of proteins,
carbohydrates, and proteins. Other sections explore the influence of water activity and temperature on the rates of several important chemical
reactions, such as lipid oxidation, vitamin decomposition, browning, and other reactions, which affect the chemical, physical, and nutritional
properties of food. These sections also discuss the influence of water activity on food processing and storage practices from both theoretical
and applied viewpoints, specifically the application of water activity principals to the processing and preservation of leafy vegetables, cheese,
dried fish, and other products. The final section is devoted to the influences of water activity on the behavior of food-related microorganisms.
This section emphasizes the role of solvents in controlling water activity and the related survival of certain microorganisms. This book will
prove useful to food scientists and researchers.
Diluted bitumen has been transported by pipeline in the United States for more than 40 years, with the amount increasing recently as a result
of improved extraction technologies and resulting increases in production and exportation of Canadian diluted bitumen. The increased
importation of Canadian diluted bitumen to the United States has strained the existing pipeline capacity and contributed to the expansion of
pipeline mileage over the past 5 years. Although rising North American crude oil production has resulted in greater transport of crude oil by
rail or tanker, oil pipelines continue to deliver the vast majority of crude oil supplies to U.S. refineries. Spills of Diluted Bitumen from Pipelines
examines the current state of knowledge and identifies the relevant properties and characteristics of the transport, fate, and effects of diluted
bitumen and commonly transported crude oils when spilled in the environment. This report assesses whether the differences between
properties of diluted bitumen and those of other commonly transported crude oils warrant modifications to the regulations governing spill
response plans and cleanup. Given the nature of pipeline operations, response planning, and the oil industry, the recommendations outlined
in this study are broadly applicable to other modes of transportation as well.
Guide C: Reference Data contains the basic physical data and calculations which form the crucial part of building services engineer
background reference material. Expanded and updated throughout, the book contains sections on the properties of humid air, water and
steam, on heat transfer, the flow of fluids in pipes and ducts, and fuels and combustion, ending with a comprehensive section on units,
mathematical and miscellaneous data. There are extensive and easy-to-follow tables and graphs. ·Essential reference tool for all professional
building services engineers ·Easy to follow tables and graphs make the data accessible for all professionals ·Provides you with all the
necessary data to make informed decisions
It is expected that advances in optics will revolutionise the 21st century as they began doing in the last quarter of the 20th. Such fields as
communications, materials science, computing and medicine are leaping forward based on developments in optics. This series presents
research on optics and lasers from researchers spanning the globe.
This Test Guideline describes an in vivo screening assay for certain endocrine active substances where sexually mature male and spawning
female fish are held together and exposed to a chemical during a limited part of their life-cycle (21 days ...
Reflecting a rich technical and interdisciplinary exchange of ideas, Water and Life: The Unique Properties of H20 focuses on the properties of
water and its interaction with life. The book develops a variety of approaches that help to illuminate ways in which to address deeper
questions with respect to the nature of the universe and our place within it. Grouped in five broad parts, this collection examines the
arguments of Lawrence J. Henderson and other scholars on the "fitness" of water for life as part of the physical and chemical properties of
nature considered as a foundational environment within which life has emerged and evolved. Leading authorities delve into a range of themes
and questions that span key areas of ongoing debate and uncertainty. They draw from the fields of chemistry, biology, biochemistry,
planetary and earth sciences, physics, astronomy, and their subspecialties. Several chapters also deal with humanistic disciplines, such as
the history of science and theology, to provide additional perspectives. Bringing together highly esteemed researchers from multidisciplinary
fields, this volume addresses fundamental questions relating to the possible role of water in the origin of life in the cosmos. It supports
readers in their own explorations of the origin and meaning of life and the role of water in maintaining life.
Water in the proximity of a surface (interfacial water) is abundant on the earth. It is involved in various physical and chemical processes and
crucial for biological function. Despite numerous studies of interfacial water, systematic analysis of its properties is missing in scientific
literature. This book is a first comprehensive review of experimental and simulation studies of water in various confining environments, such
as hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces, surfaces of biomolecules, porous media, etc. Systematic analysis of interfacial and confined water
is based on the firm physical ground, which accounts for variety of the thermodynamic states of water near the surface, surface phase
transitions, surface critical behaviour, effect of confinement on the bulk and surface phase transitions of water, clustering and formation of a
spanning hydrogen-bonded water network via percolation transition. This allows distinguishing between universal features, common for all
fluids, and some specific water properties, related to intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Special attention is paid to the properties of hydration
water, which covers biomolecules and enables their biological activity. This book provides readers with basic information on interfacial and
confined water, which will be useful for scientists and engineers working in the fields of bioscienses, nanociences and nanotechnologies. *
Comprehensive review and analysis of interfacial and confined water * Updates and informs practitioners and students on all the latest
developments in the field * Written by leading scholars and industry experts
In chemistry, biology, and physics, "chirality" is an important concept in nature. Especially in chemistry, not only classical stereochemistry but
also asymmetric organic synthesis, supramolecular chemistry, construction of bio-related molecules and molecular recognition became
indispensable structural chemical keywords. However, in view of synthetic chemistry and its structural chemistry, chemistry dealing with
chirality in relation to the more fundamental electronic state is still a minority. This book is particularly aimed at chiroptical spectroscopy,
structural or physical features and theoretical computation of chirality.
The proceedings featured in this book grew out of a conference attended by 40 applied mathematicians and physicists which was held at the
International Center for Research in Mathematics in Luminy, France, in May 1995. This volume reviews recent developments in the
mathematical theory of water waves. The following aspects are considered: modeling of various wave systems, mathematical and numerical
analysis of the full water wave problem (the Euler equations with a free surface) and of asymptotic models (Korteweg-de Vries, Boussinesq,
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Benjamin-Ono, Davey-Stewartson, Kadomtsev-Petviashvili, etc.), and existence and stability of solitary waves. It features: the latest
developments in the theory of water waves; rigorous and formal results; and, papers from world-renowned experts in the field.
Must-have reference for processes involving liquids, gases, and mixtures Reap the time-saving, mistake-avoiding benefits enjoyed by
thousands of chemical and process design engineers, research scientists, and educators. Properties of Gases and Liquids, Fifth Edition, is an
all-inclusive, critical survey of the most reliable estimating methods in use today --now completely rewritten and reorganized by Bruce Poling,
John Prausnitz, and John O’Connell to reflect every late-breaking development. You get on-the-spot information for estimating both physical
and thermodynamic properties in the absence of experimental data with this property data bank of 600+ compound constants. Bridge the gap
between theory and practice with this trusted, irreplaceable, and expert-authored expert guide -- the only book that includes a critical analysis
of existing methods as well as hands-on practical recommendations. Areas covered include pure component constants; thermodynamic
properties of ideal gases, pure components and mixtures; pressure-volume-temperature relationships; vapor pressures and enthalpies of
vaporization of pure fluids; fluid phase equilibria in multicomponent systems; viscosity; thermal conductivity; diffusion coefficients; and surface
tension.
Concepts of Biology is designed for the single-semester introduction to biology course for non-science majors, which for many students is
their only college-level science course. As such, this course represents an important opportunity for students to develop the necessary
knowledge, tools, and skills to make informed decisions as they continue with their lives. Rather than being mired down with facts and
vocabulary, the typical non-science major student needs information presented in a way that is easy to read and understand. Even more
importantly, the content should be meaningful. Students do much better when they understand why biology is relevant to their everyday lives.
For these reasons, Concepts of Biology is grounded on an evolutionary basis and includes exciting features that highlight careers in the
biological sciences and everyday applications of the concepts at hand.We also strive to show the interconnectedness of topics within this
extremely broad discipline. In order to meet the needs of today's instructors and students, we maintain the overall organization and coverage
found in most syllabi for this course. A strength of Concepts of Biology is that instructors can customize the book, adapting it to the approach
that works best in their classroom. Concepts of Biology also includes an innovative art program that incorporates critical thinking and clicker
questions to help students understand--and apply--key concepts.
Voet, Voet and Pratt's Fundamentals of Biochemistry, 5th Edition addresses the enormous advances in biochemistry, particularly in the areas
of structural biology and Bioinformatics, by providing a solid biochemical foundation that is rooted in chemistry to prepare students for the
scientific challenges of the future. While continuing in its tradition of presenting complete and balanced coverage that is clearly written and
relevant to human health and disease, Fundamentals of Biochemistry, 5e includes new pedagogy and enhanced visuals that provide a
pathway for student learning.
This book provides a broad and complete introductions to the molecular structure, novel and anomalous properties, nonlinear excitations,
soliton motions, magnetization, and biological effects of water. These subjects are described by both experimental results and theoretical
analyses. These contents are very interesting and helpful to elucidate and explain the problem of “what is on earth water”. This book
contains the research results of the author and plenty of scientists in recent decades. “Water: Molecular Structure and Properties” is selfcontained and unified in presentation. It may be used as an advanced textbook by graduate students and even ambitious undergraduates in
Physics and Biology. It is also suitable for the researchers and engineers in Physics, Biology and water science. Contents:Molecule
Structures of Water and Its FeaturesThe Properties of Water and Its AnomaliesThe Magnetic Field Effects on Water and Its
MagnetizationWater Flow and Its Non-Linear Excitation StatesWater with Life and Life Activity Readership: Graduate students in Physics and
Biology, researchers and engineers in Physics, Biology and water science. Keywords:Water;Molecular Structure;Property;Anomaly;Nonlinear
Feature;Magnetization;Biological Effect;MechanismKey Features:This book differs from competing titles, unique treatment of certain topics
and new edition of material
This comprehensive and acclaimed volume provides a wealth of practical information on the design, installation, and operation of air
conditioning, heating, and ventilating systems.
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